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"The firm, the enduring, the simple, and the modest are near to yirtue. " - Confucius

China, with its 5,000 years of history and culture, continues to fascinate Westerners. I was fortune to visit

China in the spring 201 0 semester as a Fulbright Scholar teaching at Sichuan University and traveling

to deliver Fulbright Guest Lectures at eight different universities. I was struck by the rapid changes

China confronts today as it bounds forward with double-digit economic growth, universities expanding

to educate more young people and the Party leadership aggressively pursuing its goal of a "socialist

market economy" with Chinese characteristics. To me, the tall building crane has replaced the imperial

Crane as a 21st century symbol of rapidly modernizing China.

The People's Republic of China has come a long way from its austere Maoist roots after the 1949

Revolution. The 1979 reforms, launched by the pragmatic communist leader Deng Xiaoping after bitter
years of turmoil, lured rural migrants to factories in eastern and southern China, fostered the growth

of an urban middle class and created a small class of super-rich entrepreneurs in the state-directed

economy.

The United States and Western European nations also faced the challenges of industrialization and

urbanization - but over a longer period of time. Today we find in the former Middle Kingdom ancient
Confucian values and beliefs coexisting with pressures to produce more jobs, export more products

and accumulate more wealth. The Chinese peoDle manifest a fierce sense of nationalism that invokes

both pride in China's ancient imperial grandeur and cultural attainments as well as anger at China's
"humiliation" by Western imperial powers and Japan in the lgth and early twentieth centuries.

lvlodern China, while now enjoying the world's second largest economy, confronts a huge income gap

between its urban and rural areas. Economic growth has brought the nation into the ranks of powedul

developed nations, but China simultaneously faces the many domestic challenges of a developing

country The communist regime's emphasis on the Confucian concept of Harmony attempts to silence
protests about povedy, rising housing costs and widespread corruption.

lvlany contemporary Chinese artists focus thelr talents on awakening public consciousness to the
yawning chasm between the ideals of the 1949 Revolution and the problems created by China's rush to
modernity. Their varied works often reflect the wisdom of an old Chinese proverb, "The gem cannot be
polished without friction, nor man perfected without trials."

(ln 2010, Dr. Swansbrough taught and traveled in China as a Fulbright Scholar).

Dr.  Bob Swansbrough

Professor of Political Science

Assocrate Dean, College of Ans and Sciences

University of Tennessee at Chattanooga



It is never easy to describe the path of the organization and fruition of an exhibrtion, although I am often

asked the question "how did this happen?" Simple answers are elusive as the complexlties of ihe process

are what provide meaning in the end, and frankly, no curator works alone as the contributions and

collaborations of many are essential to the course. In respect to this exhibition of contemporary Chinese ad,

the road of discovery illuminates the result as a collection of art objects contextually arranged in a space. Yet

the adists themselves are as impoftant as the objects of their creation, as artists are members of a society

and reflect, even if through critical analysis, that society to which they belong,

Wh e the impetus for this exhibition began to take shape in Spr ng 2010, I had already observed the growing

number of Asian artists being represented in the United States, the many solo and group exhibitions of Asian

work, and increasing national and international press coverage. When oppoftunity presented, I have looked

and I have thought: some of the work appeared much like Western ad; others more Asian in formal attribute;

but always lfelt as if I was awkwardly "missing the point".

In June 2010 I sat in the offices of gallerist Frederieke Taylor (NYC) for a conversation about contemporary

Chinese art and artists. Taylor has traveled China, padicipated in Art Asia N,4iami, mounted exhibitions of

Chinese contemporary art, and represents Longbin Chen who is included in this exhibition, Taylor spoke of

the personal commitment of these artrsts, their enormous embrace of risk in the face of government censure,

willingness to engage and challenge political issues, sense of social responsibility, and love of their culture

all of which they engage with an intensity of purpose not so apparent in current Western art, lt is Frederieke

TayLor whom I greatly thank for arranging my contact with Dr Palricia Eichenbaum Karetzky.

As Pairicia and I began our conversation, I realized those who work wiih artists of China are especially
passionale both about who the artists are and what they create. As she related biography and anecdote

ihe world became much larger and ncher as my perspective changed. I have come to describe this as just

a small sh ft of view and thinking, analogous to a turn of the head of only a few degrees, as that which was

somehow just beyond my access was beautifully revealed.

I wish to express sincere and profound appreciation to each of the artists in this exhibition for therr agreement

to participate with the inclusion of their work, lwish to deeply thank Dr. Patricia Karetzky for her work

towards the realization of this exhibition and for her scholarly essay that comprises the purpose of this

exhlbition catalogue. Assisting her with the organization of this exhibition has been for me a true pleasure and

an expansion of knowledge; and as academic art curators, it is the hope that all will be passed to those who

visit this exhibition and review this publication.

Ruth Grover

Director and Curator

Cress Gallery of Art

University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
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Slnce 1949 Communist ideology controlled not only the social and economic policies of China but its

artistic agenda. As the past was made to serve the present, the artistic program was art for the people

with a clear socialistic message presented in a simple and direct manner. Thus the traditional idealistic

and didactic function of art, which characterizes much of the art produced in the past, was restated to

suit the needs of the present. With the dynamic changes that followed the Cultural Revolution and the

death of Mao, the control and restrictions on art were briefly lifted until the Tiananmen incident when

further liberalization was suspended.

Artists living though the tumult of the last quarter of the twentieth century experienced conflicting ideals

when both fraternal and communal values and the heroic model of lvlao as their leader were suddenly

recast. The icons and ideology that they grew up with, which had been beyond reproach for a half a

century were now openly criticized and considered naive in the light of the new goal of becoming a

great modern nation. The rush to economic success drove most social programs and even the meager

safeguards of the communist society were abandoned in the rush to be rich and glorious: once there

was an iron rice bowl, barefoot doctors, assured employment and housing. In contemporary China

such comforts are long gone and the age-old problems of homelessness, disease, lack of health care,

prostitution and other vices of modern society bloom again. The growing gap between those successful

in capitalist society and those who are being left behind is a well-recognized aspect of daily life. The

monuments of the past, which escaped destruction during the Cultural Revolution, have been torn down

in the rush to build offices, housing and shopping centers. Rapid urbanization is deleting the past and

displacing large numbers of the population for little recompense.

Artists startled by this rapid change, from communist to capitalist and communal to individual, consider

these new problems in their art with the hope of altering the direction of social growth by exposing the

difficulties and promoting humanitarian values. In addition, they consider the ecological consequences

of industrialization and urbanization such as environmental pollution and waste. While the artists in this

exhibition share the goal of exposing the problems of modern society in the hopes of improving the

quality of life for all Chinese citizens, they work within the restrictions of the law that seeks to maintain

a "oeaceful" societv.



Gao Lei
Buddhist Academy from the Nofth View

2009

pigment inks on archival Chinese dce paper

35" x 158"



Gao Lei (pron: gow lay) tained as a photographer in China but he is a global citizen. Gao studied

at Speos, Photographic Institute, Paris, France (2002) and worked there as a contract photographer

Troubled by the plague of violent conflict in the near east, Gao traveled to Gaza (2004) as an

independent photographer to record ihe Palestinian lsrael conflict. The horror of the circumstances,

its brutality and constant danger changed his perspective forever and several near death experiences

altered his life view. In lreland (2007) Gao spent tlme as a lecturer. Not only has Gao pafticipated in many

shows in China and abroad, he has also organized a number of exhibitions. Indeed his genius is not

Imited to photography; he is also expert in photographic computer programs and printing, professionally

working to help the major artists of contemporary Chrna.

Gao's work on view (Cress Gallery of Art, 2010) is a paean to his long{erm fascination with Tibet where

he travels often to visit friends. He talks about the ooen soaces and isolated places where he is free to

roam; and the deep kindness, spirituality, and honesty of its people. Using his expertise and inspired by

the vast landscapes of Tibet, Gao photographs its great vistas using multiple large size negatives that he

stitches together digitally. Gao prints these compound images in impossibly large scale on such strange

media as rice paper, giving the image the patina of ancient Chinese landscape painting. As he described

his feelings "The Tibetans and their belief change the shape of the landscapes for me. Pure and tranquil,

the people have made the tough environment calm and peaceful." Talking about his photograph

Danger Path,2009 (Cress Gallery of Art, 2010) of Que'ershan (Bird's N4ountain) believed to be the most

dangerous point on the road to Tibet from Sichuan Province, he described driving in the winter snow 40

kilometers up and then down the mountain in this no-man's-land, and his euphoria "the pure, simple,

and empty feeling'' experienced, adding that he did not feel danger despite the warning sign at the top

of mountain "Caution: Most Danoerous Area."

Gao's tour de force in this exhibition is the work Euddhist Academy from the Nofth ylew, 2009 (Cress

Gallery of Art, 20'1 0) which is comprised of 120 medium format black and whlte negatives stitched

together digitally. Located in the western part of Sichuan Province, close to Tibet, the Wu Ming Buddhist

Academy Ohe Five-Brighiness Buddhist Academy) is the largest open-air college for nuns and monks

with more than 100,000 living in the valley area ln 2010. Gao explains, "The nuns and monks stay there

for a life-long study. Their family members send food to them to help sustain them. They are largely

Tibetans, butafeware Han (Chinese) people in Tibetan Buddhist dress." In Construction,2009, (Cress

Gallery of Ad, 2010) monks and nuns collect materials for building their dormitories in the Buddhist

Academy District in West Sichuan Province as they have for a thousand years. In Monk, 2009 (Cress

Gallery of Art, 2010) Gao photographed a Buddhist monk who serves as a cook in the Qiang Batin,

Monastery. Gao's photographs recreate the images of Tibet's past and preserve them for the future.
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Gao Brothers (Gao Zhen and Gao Qiang)
The Forever Unfinished Building No.4

2008

chromogenic print

119 1/2" x 39"



The Gao Brothers (pron: gow), Gao Zhen and Gao Qiang, (www.gaobrothers.net) have passionaiely

engaged a number of social agendas. Together they have presented a variety of installations,

performances and photographic projects. Their on-going series Utopia of a Hug is played out all over

the world as strangers are gathered together and enjoined to embrace each other. These performances

are photographed and made available on the Gao website. Public display of affection and the reluctance

to physically engage strangers is problematic in China (and elsewhere) and the photos documenting

such performances reveal a wide range of responses from discomfort to a kind of euphoria. In China

some of these performances were held in one of the thousands of unfinished skyscrapers. Friends,

artists, itinerant laborers, prostitutes, as well as passersby joined together for the event. In a later stage

the brothers took these images and manipulated them digitally to make a kaleidoscopic panorama that

resembles a "mandala".

For this exhibition (Cress Gallery of Art, 2010) the Gao Brothers present a remarkable photograph

The Forever Unfinished Building No. 4 (2008\ to recall the concept of the Hug series as a "record of a

performance" in one of the many constructlon prorects in Beijing. Inhabiting the un-finished structure,

crowds of figures interact, but the imagery has become more strident. Look carefully and you will see a

montage of figures interjected into the photograph toppling a statue of lvlao, a raging fire, crimes being

committed, bodies lying on the ground bleeding; Osama Bin Ladin clad only in underwear sits ln a great

comfy chair drinking beer; the Olympic flag flies; acrobats tumble; blind men walk with canes among the

chaos of sports cars, trucks, and bicycles. The whole of the human comedy is here in this diary of events

in modern China.

In 2009 the Gao Brothers turned their attention to the problem of prostitution and abuse of the

authorities. They painted a series of works based on internet photographs posted by a policeman

attempting to blackmail young working girls. These photographs reveal the moment of the discovery as

the officer finds the offenders seated in a car, in a hotel room, and elsewhere, and shines his flashlight to

illuminate the crime as the subjects cringe in the harsh light.

Lately the Gao Brothers have a decidedly more pointed kind of artistic production, exemplified by the

series of large-scale polychrome sculptures ot Ms. Mao (2010) which satirize the cult of the Beloved

Leader. Here the icon has large breasts, a Pinocchio nose, and long Chinese braid down her back to

mock Manchu imperialism which imposed the pigtail on the Chinese, the dishonesty of Mao's reign, and

the new sellout to western commercialization signified by the adoption of the Minnie lvlouse character

and the current craze in China for cartoon characters that decorate all manner of disoosable consumer

products.

Today the Gao Brothers have taken to creating art that is more critical of the authorities. This is a secret

art and one that cannot be shown in China where their right to completely free expression is limited.
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Longbin Chen
Old Testament Prophet (left) and Bodhisatlva

of Compassion (righI)

2009

carved books

24" x 11'  x 13" and 23"x 10"x12"



Longbin Chen (pron: loong bin chen) (www.longbinchen.com) fashions large-scale sculptures out of the

cultural debris of our information society. Chen's paper sculptures are inextricably tied to issues central

to contemporary society (discarded reading materials, out-of-date books, newspapers, magazines,

and computer paper) that he transforms with a buzz saw into formal works of art. Beautifully executed,

the sculptures look like wood or marble from a distance, but the monumental forms are built of paper.

Although the finish of each piece is smooth and polished like stone, the sculptures can be riffled like

a book causing the printed texts and illustrations to magically appear. Chen's assembty is based

on chinese furniture joinery, the pieces fit together like the pieces of a puzzle, to be disman ed and

reassembled at will, and the books retain their original function and appearance. On a symbolic level, the
nature of reading materials further informs the work with layers of meanino.

using recycled materials to make art addresses the voracious appetite of the consumer society

that results in ecological problems of garbage disposal, the mindless destruction of forests, and tne

exhaustion of nonrenewable resources. So Chen salvages books like lost pets, prey to the

de-acquisitioning of libraries in favor of cybernetic facsimiles: out of date textbooks, old phone books,
and magazines. Such objects and the knowledge they contain have a totemistic power for Chen ihat
derives from the traditional Chinese cult of literacy and its educational heritage. Living his youth in
Taiwan, Chen inherited the Chinese love of literature, a reverence for history, and a belief in the sacrality
of the written word. Chen transmutes the ephemera of the everyday world into something magical. His
works point out the transience of human knowledge, and by doing so he asserts the spiritual world
beyond the senses.

ln one series he recreated the heads of statues that were decapitated and brought home by Western
collectors in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. This restoration series includes a variety of Buddha
heads that represent the development of religious sculpture in China. In this exhibition (Cress Gallery of
Art, 2010) is one such deity's head The Bodhisattva of Compassion (2009\

Lately Chen has been crafting remarkably life-like portraits of ancient thinkers like Socrates, the Old
Testament Prophets, one of which is in the exhibition (Cress Gallery of Ad, 2O1O), and even such
contemporary figures as Mao, Sigmund Freud, and Barack Obama.

Though they look monumental, his sculptures ironically convey a sense of fragility due to the paper

material. Chen infuses his sculptural images with multiple associations, the most important of whtcn
is his love of literature and of books which he ruefully admits are no longer cherished objects but
disposable and thrown away after one reading. He considers the alarming problem of trash produceo oy
the consumer society, and the evanescent quality of information as the contents of books such as rexrs
in medicine or the sciences are constantly updated and the older texts are rendered irrelevant.

tc



Pang Yongjie
untitled

2008

stainless steel wrth chrome finish

48" x 28" x 22"



During a prolonged interview Pang Yongjie @ron: pang young jay) discussed the fact that he considers

himself as a Confucian. Born near Confucius' birthplace in Lu, Shandong, he grew up with the teachings

that were conveyed to him in a series of anecdotes to form his ethical education as a child. Social

responsibility, humility, fi l ial piety, and the importance of education were some of the lessons taught him

in stories about the sages.

As a painter Pang creates an ephemeral world of harmonious congregations of people floating on

overblown cumulus clouds. His large-scale painterly series, nearly monochromatic in its application of

shades of white or light grey, deals with the struggle for existence: floating among clouds or at sea, his
giant figures huddle together while a shark or predatory eagle circles threateningly. The paintings display
a vast landscape. Sometimes a horizon in the far distance suggests an earthly terrain, and other times an
undefined ethereal zone is the settlng. Floating in the murky sea of one such work is a large foreground
view of a looming white figure. On its back are three chubby naked forms. Often it is not possible To

identify the gender of these individuals. In this abstract style the elimination of details results in a more
generalized and universal imagery Pang stresses that since college he was painting in a very realistic

manner, as were most artists trained in chinese art programs, and that it took him a long time to work

out a new style of painting which he described as a breakthrough. The stark forms are not naturalistic;
they are almost cartoon characters.

Some of these works are a response to the tragic eanhquake in Sichuan, but the series predates rne
catastrophe by several years. Thus the eadhquake was for him, and other artists like Ai Weiwei, a painful

realization of the corruption of society, the unthinkable consequences of building schools with inferior
materials. sadly greed does not have a single habitation; it resides everywhere. pang's images may oe
read as a plea for mutual respect and consideration for each other in a hostile world.

Recently Pang has transformed the cloud like creatures that float in his large-scale paintings into
stainless steel sculptures the size of dogs (cress Gallery of Art, 20 l o). pang groups someflmes two or
three sculptures together like a pack of animals in the forest or places one in the landscape exploring its
environs. Placed out of doors their reflective sudaces mirror the grass and trees, partially camouflaging
the piece. Indeed the works seem to disaooear.
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I

Zhang O

Horizon

2004

chromogenic print

40" x 44"



The early career of Zhang O (pron: chang oh) (www.ozhang.com) focused on the issues of cuttural and
personal identity. In her series 8/ack Hair she photographed long Chinese tresses in a number of urban

situations, suggesting her own transplantation from Beijing to London and the experience of immigrants

everywhere. In one group she fashloned the tresses into calligraphic configurations on the damp nape of

the model's neck, making reference to both biology and cuiture.

Later she considered her youthful years during the Cultural Revolution when her parents were transferred

to a distant rural village in Wuhan. She returned to her hometown to photograph the children of the

region where she grew up. Stipulating that she wanted the children to experience her as a stranger,

as an outsider, she refrained from speaking the native dialect. The photographs ofthe resultant series

Horizon from 2004 (Cress Gallery of Art, 201 0) capture the look of the girls responding to the camera

of that outsider; their expressions range from intrigued but slightly apprehensive, with guarded smiles,

unblinking stares at the camera, or charmed by the attention. Zhang took the photos from three points

of view: looking up, level, and looking down on the subjects. In this installation one girl, set against

a brill iant blue sky, squats looking down at the camera; at center one girl crouches in a field of grass

looking out; and one girl sits on her heels and looks up at the viewer. The three views depict a "vertical"

hierarchy culminating in a view of the sky, a reference to the Chinese concept of heaven, man, and earth.

The children of the Horizon series (Cress Gallery of Art, 2010) comprise a poignant subject for Zhang as

for her these are the lost girls of China who, having survived premature abortion due to gender selection

or adoption by westerners, stil l must struggle to survive rural poverty and ignorance in a male dominated

society. lt seems when Zhang left China and returned, she saw herself in the faces of these young girls.

Similar themes are present in the project Daddy and l, 2005-2007 , a series of photographs of girls

adopted as babies by Americans and raised in America. The children vary in age, as do their proud and

happy fathers. The over-whelming impression is one of fulfil lment on their faces. They have privileged

lives and yet there are difficulties. The portraits, through setting, posture, dress, and expression reveal

the tender and complicated fabric of feelings of familial relations. The series also calls attention to the

practice of selective abortion and the unseen consequences of a society increasingly comprised of

males.

In a more recent project Zhang returned to China and photographed teenagers in their "hip" garb

ostensibly posing for the camera at tourist sites. In Ihe World is Yours (But Also Ours),2008, Zhang

captures children gazing directly at the camera as if confronting the viewer to account for their behavior

as caretakers of the future. Juxtaposed with such images of "new" China such as signs for the Beijing

Olympics, and wearing T-shirts that sport "Chinglish" expressions that teasingly suggest sensible

phrases, these children are emblematic of the new generation of Chinese who grow up in the global

world of internet, western movies and ry shows, and the superficial paraphenalia of daily life, while

lacking any grounding in Chinese culture and thought.
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Li Qiang
The Sound Disappeared

2004

black and white photographs, Chinese bibles, text

dimensions variable



Li Qiang (pron: lee chang) believes modern society has lost its connection to the earth and to the

rural ethics that held China together for thousands of years. Li calls for a return to the rural life. Afier

graduation from college where he studied art, he returned home to his small village where he lived for

thirty years, a three to four hour trip from Nanjing. Li only left his village a few years ago to live in Beijing

and his works are stil l imbued with rural values. Li talks about the devastation of the rural villages,

where life is naturally quite harsh, requiring long hours of labor to grow crops with the constant tyranny

of weather, and the most recent devastation of the rural population caused by the emigration of its

youth who escape to seek their fortune in the cities. Li himself had to leave as life there was no longer

sustainable for him as an artist.

Living in the city Li has become increasingly aware of the pollution, corruption, waste, and alienation of

urban living; as well as its contrasts with the old community-oriented small town life that followed the

agricultural calendar and the rhythms of nature. One set of works commemorates the noble earthworm,

which by its movements through the soil, its droppings, and finally its shed carcass, made the soil fertile

in pre-modern China: he immortalizes their traces in bronze. Corn, also a major theme in his work, is cast

in life-size sculptures of the tall stalks.

Another series of works commemorates the work of missionaries in ihe small town in which Li he qrew

up. One day he realized that though they were ill iterate they were reading the bible. He described

his project The Sound Disappeared,2004: "1 started to exchange the old used Bibles from the local

Christian church with my new ones, while at the same time I wrote down their names and recorded their

sounds. I put them together with the bible. During this process, I found many Christians couldn't read

and write. They had marks somewhere inside the book, which accordingly they could read phonetically

in order. 'Thank you God', they read, 'for the sake of understanding the Truth...' I put these books and

the microphone together since I hope the world can hear the sound." In a moving installation framed

photos of the participants, in close up head shots, are mounted on the wall; for the most part they avoid

the camera, reticent, sincere, and meditative. Li places the microphones that recorded their prayers over

the old bibles in scattered disarray. This installation impads the spontaneity and immediacy of the initial

event. In another more formal installation (Cress Gallery of Art, 2010) the framed photos are mounted on

the wall displayed along with their Bibles. Li hopes to record the response of viewers to his work on view

in Chattanooga.
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Liu Fenghua and Liuyong Bing Ma Yong

Soidler Serles

2009

unbaked clay with photographic transfer and paint

22" x6" x5"



Liu Fenghua (pron: lee-u feng hwah) and his wife Liuyong (pron: lee-u-youngl (www.esteelie.com/en/

artist_LiuFenghua.php) make clay sculptures that replicate China's most famous ancient artifacts-- the

clay soldiers from the tomb of the First Emperor Qin Shihuangdi, third century BCE. Using clay from

the area around the excavation of his tomb in Xi'an, Liu Fenghua and his wife recreate the soldiers in

both small and actual life-size figurines. By electing this subject they pay homage to the importance of

the discovery and the fame that the site has achieved, as the clay soldiers are nearly synonymous with

China for the hordes of tourists that visit the country. Yet historically the legacy of the First Emperor

in China was that of a megalomaniac who brutalized his subjects. As the great Han dynasty historian

Sima Qian noted, he was not able to differentiate between the means to achieve power and the means

to retain that power, so that despite his military valor and great skill, his reign shortiy ended in ignominy.

However the First Emperor was also responsible for implementing many pragmatic policies that enabled

him to unify the diverse states of ancient China. These institutions had great longevity. For this reason

revisionist historians of modern China have heralded him as a great man for his pragmatic approach to

national unity. Thus these clay soldiers are laden with a multitude of associaiions.

In their artistic process Liu and his wife do not fire the clay sculptures, which would make them stronger;

rather they allow them to dry naturally, which results in their remaining fragile. Their idea is to suggest the

transience of people and materials with the specific intention that in time these works will decompose

and return to the earth. In addition the soldiers are gaily decorated in a style of pop painting that draws

upon the people, events and ideologies that had an impact on the Chinese people over thousands

of years. These include philosophers like Laozi and Confucius; political leaders such as lvlao, Lenin,

and lvlarx; scientists like Einstein; artists like Warhol, Miro, l\,,londrian and Picasso; the writers James

Joyce and Oscar Wilde; and movies stars like Elvis and lvlarilyn Monroe including several painied in

Andy Warhol fashion; Bill Gates, maps of the constellaiions in the galaxy; and a number have insect

themes such as lady bugs, or comic frog faces. lvlosi frequent are images of lvlao and symbols of the

Cultural Revolution. Each soldier bears a single theme that is painted as a small motif in brilliant colors

that covers the figurine like wallpaper. Both the pop style application of the motifs on the copies of

these famous objects of antiquity and the delicate nature of the materials suggest that these people,

ideological movements and such are also not long lasting.

Like other artists who have undergone the experience of the Cultural Revolution when history was

rewritten and cultural institutions destroyed, Liu sees how history was manipulated for political purposes

and maintains a sardonic and detached view of it. The very history of China, as these sculptures

suggest, is much like the images that coat the soldiers, mere decoration.
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Zhao Suigang
Peace

2009

powder coated steel

49" x 34" x7"



Zhao Suikang @ron: zow sway kangl (www.zhaosuikang.com) is an urban artist from Shanghai. Zhao

takes rigid materials and makes them fluid, transforming the strength of steel into delicate calligraphy. He

is the ultimate alchemist mutating materials into configurations that express his wonder of the universe.

lvlost of his work now comprises civic projects that are found throughout the United States - colossal

scale sculptures that include a skin of bronze letters that form a twenty feet tall pair of up-stretched arms

for a station of the Phoenix Light Rail in 2008. For this "text" prolect, Zhao collected wise aphorisms of

Native American traditions to harmonize the sculpture with its physical and cultural environment. For

the Portland Oregon City Development Center, Zhao created a permanently lighted wall sculpture that

covers the two stories of the lobby atrium and for which he collected contributions from local residents

to create a "text" inscribed in their native languages wlth red ink on opaque illuminated glass blocks.

The Marriott Library in the University of Utah, 2009, has strips of thin steel that act like ribbons of cloth

to form twenty foot-arcs in the inner atrium of the Lobby. The strips, reaching several stories high, are

made of a new material that when illuminated reflects the colors of the rainbow. Thus as the ribbons of

reflective steel entwine, they reflect the spectrum of light that enters from the atrium's glass roof. Writing

also covers these metal bands: multilayered inscriptions of text in Arabic, Hebrew, Chinese, and other

languages.

Zhao's works consistently encompass a spiritual vision first expressed in his project Floating Poetry at

the Djerassi Art Foundation, 1996, where Zhao inscribed Arabic and Chinese poems about death and

love on irregularly-shaped colored pieces of resin that float in the creek on the property; the pieces flow

up and down stream with the currents. This work embodies the Daoist principle of harmony with nature,

as the rhythms of the natural elements animate the pieces of resin. Zhao affirmed the unity of spirit

among various religious traditions in the pieces of this work by appropriating passages from the holy

scriptures of major sacred texts and then superimposing the verses by writing one over another on a

translucent material that is il luminated from the rear. Treating the sacred texts as empowered messages,

Zhao presents the scriptures as the revelation of spirit with powers of their own.

Yet these works, which encompass his belief that all religions appeal to the same saintly spirit in man,

have been worked out in a number of surprising media--light and water sculptures, installations, and

even a computer program that offers up a series of events comprising animated excerpts of the sacred

scriptures of the world being written by an invlslble hand accompanied by musical hymns of the same

tradition.

In this exhibition (Cress Gallery of Art, 2010) Zhou has crafted bas-relief sculptures out of slender pieces

of steel that are bent into script. The curvilinear forms decry the materials from which they are wrought.

Painted in muted polychrome colors, they can be read as the words "love", "peace" and "being / to be".
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Dao Zi

Santlsm Serles. Chinese Chrislian

2007

Ink on rice paper

37 .5" x71"



Dao Zi (pron: dow tze) is a renowned art critic, author and professor at Tsinghua University in Beiling.

Converted to Christianity during the Tiananmen incident, he has increasingly found solace in painting as

a form of religious meditation. What is more, Dao Zi has revived the ancient technique of brush and ink

on rice paper, which contemporary artists have by and large avoided.

For thousands of years, Chinese artists have used the traditional materials of ink and brush. The fluidity

of the medium is determined by the amount of water mixed with the ink, a range that can encompass

the darkest blacks to the most delicate washes. The rice paper easily absorbs the ink and no corrections

are possible. Thus the adist needs to have a good idea of what he wants to accomplish before he lays

his brush down, but he revels in accidents of nature and surprising effects. lt is both controlled and

spontaneous at the same time. The artist tries to achieve great variety in his lines, forming thick brush

strokes, delicate tendrils of ink, short, long, straight and curvilinear lines. The artist must determine

the amount of ink on the brush and its viscosity-- whether thick orthin, whether laden with ink or not,

and even a dry brush can achieve certain effects. The flying white technique, most admired in China,

is accomplished with a brush loaded with ink, but so manipulated that white patches appear within the

dense ink of the stroke, it is a kind of a miraculous performance. To a large extent, the quality of the ink

and the amount on the brush determines the nature of the line. The artist strives to achieve versatilitv in

his strokes--its thickness or thinness, its direction, its turning and overlapping of other lines.

In large-scale presentations Dao Zi yields the brush with both great force and momentum and yet

there are passages of incredible delicacy and poignancy. His grand complex abstractions are nearly

monochromatic. Hidden in these monumental compositions the viewer can occasionally make out some

spiritual imagery - an angel, fish, halo, or cross. Thus Dao Zi has renewed the art of the traditional ink

painting making modern large-scale works and imbuing them with a personal spiritual message. For

Dao Zi making these works is a form of meditation. Llke the great spirit mediums, who in a ritual trance

execute written messages from the spirit world, Dao Zi, in a nearly ecstatic state wields his brush. The

awesome forms, so powerfully executed in Chinese ink on rice paper mimic the act of creativity of the

universe. Hours of meditation result in numerous spontaneously generated images. The force of his

brush expresses the vigor of his commitment. The viewer should imagine the artist standing upright

and wielding his brush like a sword. Soaring movements yield large strokes speeding along the paper,

while smaller gestures more slowly evolve. Harnessing his mental powe( his energy flows to the tip of

his brush. The scale is large, the movements grand, but under close scrutiny delicate ink play can be

appreciated.
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Cui Xiuwen

Angel No.7

2006

chromogenic print

1 18" x 68"



Ciu Xiuwen (pron: to-a show when) has been investigating the nature of cultural and personal identity
within the confines of contemporary society. She began as a figurative palnter, but soon turned to vjdeo
and to explore the new mores of modern China. Her video Ladies which is on view in the gallery (Cress

Gallery of Art, 2010) takes place in a public washroom in a Beijing njghtclub in which she has secretly
placed a camera and filmed the various girls fixing their hair, make-up, and clothes, or stashing the

money they earned for personal services (one girl extorts money from a "john"). All of this takes place in

the company of the humble bathroom attendant.

In Toot Ciu made a mummy of herself, wrapping her body in toilet paper from head to toe. Then as the

camera captures, sprinkled water causes the delicate tissue to dissolve and she emerges, as if from a

chrysalis, naked, in a statement of ultimate personal and artistic freedom.

In the past decade Cui has been working wlth an alter ego, beginning with a young schoolgirl dressed

in her uniform. In San/1e, the figures replace the characters in Leonardo's Last Supper with each figure

of the girl posed in the posture of the actors of the drama. The effect is mesmerizing and raises many
questions about this ultimate betrayal and the absence of women in the drama. As each figure is played

by the schoolgirl, the question of the complexity of the character of man is posed for the same figure

acts out the drama of savior and vjllain. Over the last decade the actor has grown up and new girls have

worked with Cui on her series. Recently Cui's model is around 15 years old and ostensibly pregnant.

Sometimes it is a single figure composition in which the girl walks in the sea with the darkening sky
rising behind her, or lies in the foreground of the Forbidden Palace in Beijing. By manipulating the image

digitally, Cui creates scenes such as a crowd of figures in front of Tiananmen Square. These situations

suggest some of the difficulties of life in modern China and of the human condition in general. The
image of the unwanted pregnancy elicits the related problems of single mother parenting, abandonment,
homelessness and dependence. Dressed as a schoolgirl, the figure has kabuki like makeup -- a
whitened face and red splotches on her eyes that suggests her premature seduction and her fragility.

In this exhibition (Cress Gallery of Art, 2010) with Angel #6, the girl model appears in a number of
postures on a mountain of sand within the walls of the Forbidden Palace. The setting alludes to the role

of woman in ancient society: their seclusion and inability to escape the confines of the palace. Such

circumstances suggest the greater metaphysical question of human survival and personal freedom.
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Miao Xiaochun

Ful/ness

2008

chromogenic print

59" x 110 Y2"



The digital animation of Miao Xiaochun (pron: meow shao chun) (www.miaoxiaochun.com) Last
Judgment in Cyberspace (Cress Gallery of Ad, 2010) reproduces Michelangelo's ltalian Renaissance
frcsco Last Judgmeni in the Sistine Chapel. However lvliao substitutes all of the individual figures with
a cyber image of himself, bald and naked. Reworking the image digitally he reconstructed the two
dimensional painting into a three dimensional entity: the perspective changes as the point of view

moves around the composition looking down on the figures, seeing them in side view or from the rear.
The animation is scored wjth spiritual music and a disembodied voice intermittently asks, "Where am I
going?" and answers "You go here".

More recently Miao has appropriated the style and imagery of Hieronymus Bosch to suggest the bizarre
nature of contemporary society. Ful/ness (Cress Gallery of Art, 2010) employs a number of techniques.
In the upper left section of this chromogenic print, hand-drawn machines and cyborgs in various poses

recall Leonardo da Vinci's notebooks. The black and white finely drawn sketches contrast with the rest
of the work, whlch is brilliantly colored and therefore seems more voluptuous. Like Bosch's work there
are strange juxtapositions of the animal and human world, but the imagery for the most pad draws on
objects familiar in our consumer society. To the right there is a giant bagel from which legs and arms
emerge, similarly figures exit a sliced orange, or legs come out of the top of two small pears. Some
of the cyborgs drink soda from a large plastic bottle and from an enormous can. What is more, there
appears to be a reference to Salvador Dali in the vignette of their resetting a large old-fashjoned clock.
Some of the figures have mechanisms instead of a head-one has a portable record player, another
a clock. Interacting with each other, they chatter and gesticulate in a lively manner. A group in the
foreground plays chess.

Ful/ness is but a section of a larger digital animation tilled Microcosm (Cress Gallery of Art 2010) that has
in the mid-ground a procession of figures riding horses, donkeys, lions and other animals. A few figures
haul a gigantic fish; they encircle a central grotto from which a figure rises holding a circle. Beyond there
is a lake surrounded by groves of summer trees; two figures in a boat in the lake cast a net for fishing.
Looming above in a cloudy grey sky is a large strange globular spaceship and in the left mid-ground is
a fantastic Disneyland-like architectural structure with spires and turrets. The complexity of the image
is overwhelmlng, and the juxtaposition of the Eden-like imagery with modern appurtenances, fantastic
structures, and a spaceship, elicits images of the past and future and the constant uncertainty of our
existence.

The many allusions to masters of Western art like Leonardo, Bosch, and Dali, enforce the sense of time
past. This phantasmagorical imagery combined with aspects of our quotidian experience and of our
dreams suggests the complexity of human consciousness.



Xu Yong
Liuxiang Hutong (101 Hutong Series)
'1 989

black and white photograph

39 x 59"



Xu Yong (pron: shoe young) has made the problem of the single-minded destruction of the architecture

of ancient China his own. He has persuaded the government to not destroy all hutongs. Hutongs are

the old neighborhoods: courtyards surrounded on three sides by low brick buildings enclosed by a

wall and entered through a large and impressive gate. These once elegant and refined residences have

undergone dramatic changes for over a 100 years. Here residents in close proximity to neighbors found

intimacy and, no doubt. dissension, in contrast to a life of isolation and alienation in the new apartment

towers. For years Xu Yong tried to convince the government to allow tours of the old quarters, arguing

that foreigners wanted to see the "real" China, not just its sanitized, modern monuments. In 1994 he

was allowed to organize bus tours that have thrived for nearly two decades.

Xu's 101 Poftraits of Hutong, an ongoing series beginning c.1989, capture these ancient communities

before their destruction, recording the ephemeral beauty of the old lanes washed by rain, or the Lamist

temple rising over the snow covered entry to the compounds. Liuxiang Hutong 7989 (Cress Gallery of

Art, 2010) is an early photograph of this series.

Marking the 20th anniversary of the Hutong series Xu began a new series 18o/o lo honor vanished

monuments and devised a technique to record the light at the site but to abstract to varying degrees

the image. Liuxiang Hutong 2010 (Cress Galley of Art 2010) is a part of the new series. Though he uses

a digital camera, Xu Yong, as a life-long photographer, disparages using digital programs or digital

manipulation to create his images. Viewing these photographs are a compelling experience as the

images are blurry if not totally out of focus, often result'ng in a near monochrome explosion of light.

However the artist assures us by the title of this series 78% that this result is quite intentional, as 18%

is the standard setting for white balance lighting to which a photographer presets all cameras. The title

challenges the viewer to consider why Xu Yong's works are indeed correctly shot.

Xu's photographic work has also been his personal pilgrimage, revisiiing the sites of his youth like "The

Cadre School to Which Father Was Sent for Labor Reform in Xinyang, Henan", the hospital room his

grandmother died in, as well as public monuments like the lvlao Memorial Hall and Tiananmen Square.

Though often the physical remains have long been obliterated Xu photographs the site. In some cases

there is a ghostly suggestion of the former structure; in other cases the existing image is dramatically

transformed. These works have rich associations for those who suffered the Cultural Revolution: their

memories have not faded and the miasma of the past stil l has the power to intimidate. The vagueness

of the images and the suggestiveness of the titles summons similar dramatic moments in the lives of

viewers.

Xu Yong is also the creator of the renowned 798 Space in the Dashanzi District of Beijing which houses

a thriving artist community among 50-year old decommissioned military factory buildings of unique

architectural design and often compared with New York's Greenwich Village or Soho art districts.
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Zhao Liang

City Scenes

2004-05

video iransferred to dvd



The film maker Zhao Liang @ron: zow leang) reveals irony through his work. ln City Scenes 2005 (Cress

Gallery of Art 2010) Zhao uses a hand held camera and walks the streets of Beijing. lt is almost as if he

is randomly shooting the quotidian events in the city. ln the videos many vignettes, Zhao deals with the

violence of urban life, drunkenness, prostitution and street violence, the demolition of buildings, and vast

tracts of land under construction in contemporary China.

Rootlessness and alienation plague a man in the opening scene: he walks the night streets calling out

"meiyou" translated "l have nothing". In another, a group of toughs beat a man nearly to death and then

get into their car with their girlfriends and speed away. Clearly metaphorical is the scene of the homeless

man squatting on a curb; on the street near his feet is a broken china blue and white plate of which, in

his daze, he is totally unaware.

Views of early morning deep blue skies accompanied by classical piano music provide a welcome break

in the narrative for the sound track is the ambient noise of the settings. In a poignant moment, a man in

great deliberation, wearing but one glove, repeatedly throws and picks up a rock. lt is the earnestness

with which he pedorms this seemingly futile act that makes it so fascinating--is he drunk, demented,

afflicted by disease, orjust bored. In another, an old gent wearing lens-less glasses and white gloves

eloquently performs Chinese classical music, singing as he enacts the drama, replete with grand

gestures. No one on the busy street deigns to look at him.

ln a series of more light-hearted moments, an urbanite practices his golf swing in the desolate

construction site of luxury apartments; a young lady wearing a white mask over her mouth and a

designer bag, gets an energetic massage by a street professional, and as the camera zooms out, it

reveals they are seated on a busy street in front of a building under construction for the Olympics. In one

vignette, the camera focuses on the area where one of the great ring roads that encircles Beijing has

not yet been finished. The super fast lane ends in the mid ground preceded by a grassy patch that fills

the area. A group of men approach the end of the road, and then, each disperses to a private nearby

location and relieves himself.

One of the most impressive aspects of Zhao's filmmaking is the apparent lack of any technique. He is

nearly invisible in his peregrinations through the city. He has an extraordinary sense of timing, the kind

of timing admired by comedians: he comes upon a scene and frames it, the camera waiting expectantly

for some narrative to unfold. Most people on the hectic streets are too busy to notice the stories evolving

around them, but the slow pace of the camera allows enough time for things to evolve. Patiently the

camera waits, quick cutting could have made this more dynamic, but the pace is deliberate. The viewer

wonders, what, if anything, will ensue. Inevitably they are rewarded with something sad, heart-warming,

or ironically funny. The colors, compositions, and rhythms of the activities in the scenes are varied and

sequence of the narratives masterfully maintains a Iively and engaging pace.



Nina Guo and Lor in Roser

Tang Lady Housewife - Architectonic

2008

digital animation transferred to dvd



Nina Kuo (pronj nina gwoh)lhe daughter of abstract parnter James Kuo, is a multifaceted artist who

explores a number of media in addition to traditional painting, textile, photography, ceramics, and video.

Nina considers herself a link between contemporary society and the ancient culture of China expressed

nowhere more poignantly than in her series Tang Lady, as featured in her digital animation Bubbling

Pond,20Og (Cress Gallery of At12O10). Tang Lady: Bubbling Pond references the difficult circumstances

imposed on women in medieval China and Nina herself explains that this series of work is something of

a self-portrait. Over the decades Nina's art has continuously reflected her great skill and her personal

journey to express the complexity of ideas she has about culture, gender and the history of aft.

Chinese American multimedia artist Lorin Roser composed the animation's musical score for Tang Lady:

Bubbling Pond 2009 (Cress Gallery of Art, 2010). His Asian-inspired compositions make use of Chinese,

Japanese, and Indian instrumentation. Further, Roser combines natural ambient sounds-such as sand,

water, wind, and footsteps-with highlech urban echoes of cell phones, computers, bicycles, and

crowds.

Kuo's earlier work contrasted images of femininity and culture to highlight their ephemeral and

subiective character. She photographed women of mixed races dressed in outlandish outfits of her own

imaginative design and manufacture. Against a stark background, they stare directly at the camera, like

the subject of a National Geographic spread. The directness of these photographs resembles Western

anthropological studies of aboriginal peoples and the ethnic framing that the Western camera imposed

on those foreign populations. These luminescent silver prints take on the patina of old photographs so

that though modern, the subjects look like they belong to a lost culture. In a series of photographs taken

in Chinatown Nina confronted the ancient Chinese cultural tradition and its displacement in America. In

the group entitled Manchu Pigtail and Mythical Muses, Kuo played the role of the China photographers

of the nineteenth century who captured the population of Hong Kong in their lenses. Some of these

photos record the arduous process the male Chinese Opera stars undergo to transform themselves into

ancient heroines.

In another series using stil ls from old Hong Kong movies, Nina decorated sexy Qibao dresses that she

made by hand in assorted doll sizes. Here, too, out-of-date images of glamour reveal the transient nature

of cultural patterns subject to the vagaries of time and political upheaval.

- Dr. Patricia Eichenbaum Karetzkv
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List of works in exhibition

Gao Lei
Danger Path
2009
pjgment inks on archival Chinese rice paper
32' x 98"

Gao Lei
Buddhism Academy (Notth View)
2009
pigment inks on archival Chinese rice paper
35" x 158"

Gao Lei
Monk
2009
pigment inks on archival glossy photo paper
35" x 35"

Gao Lei
Consruction (Buddhism Academy: Building
Dormitories)
2009
pigment inks on archival glossy photo paper
31" x 45"

Xu Yong
Liuxiang Hutong (101 Hutong Series)
1989
black and white photograph
39" x 59"

Xu Yong
Liuxuang Hutong (1 8a/o Seies)
2010
chromogenic print
39" x 59"

Miao Xiaochun
Microcosom
2008
digital animation transferred to dvd

Miao Xiaochun
Last Judgment in Cyberspace
2006
digital animation transferred to dvd

Miao Xiaochun
Ful/ness
2008
chromogenic print
59" x 110 Vz"

Cui Xiuwen
Angel No.7
2006
chromogenic print
1 18" x 68"

Cui Xiuwen
Ladies
2002
video transferred to dvd

Gao Brothers (Gao Zhen and Gao Qiang)
The Forever Unfinishd Building No.4
2008
chromogenic print
119 1/2" x 3e"

Zhang O
Horizon
2004
three chromogenic prints
40" x 44" each

Longbin Chen
Bodhisattua of Compassion
2009
carued books
23" x10" x12"

Longbin Chen
Old Testament Prophet
2009
carved books
24" x 11" x13"

Zhao Suigang
To Be / Being
2009
powder coated steel
49" x 34" x7"



Zhao Suigang Pang Yongjle
Love untitled
2OOg 2008
powder coated steel stainless steel wjth chrome finish
37,, x 4g,, x 4.5,, 48" x 28" x 22"

Zhao Suigang Zhao Liang
peace Cdy Scenes
2OO9 2004-05
n^\^/.rar 

^^.ra.r 
er6dr video transferred to dvd

62" x 39" x7"
Nina Guo with Lor in Rosen

Li Qiang Tang LadY: Bubbling Pond
The Souid Disappeared 2oo9
2OO4 digital animation transferred to dvd
black and white photographs, Chinese bibles, text
dimensions variable

Dao Zi
Sa/rtlsm Serles. Chinese Christian
2007
Ink on rice paper
37 1/2" x71"

Dao Zi
Saintlsm Ser'es; Crown of Thorns
2007
Ink on rice paper
52 1/2" x 26 3/4"

Liu Fenghua and Liuyong Bing Ma Yong
So/dler Serles
2009
unbaked clay with photographic transfer and paint
22" x6" x5"

Liu Fenghua and Liuyong Bing Ma Yong
Yon9
Soldier Series
2009
unbaked clay with photographic transfer and paint
22" x6" x5"

Pang Yongjie
untitled
2008
stainless steel with chrome finish
48" x 28" x 22"
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